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%? x +/( -. @+2(+-& A n 2%*0%/".(+/ &1+##+/ +( f : 89n → 89 +/( -.+ B%.2('%. A
@"#+-&/ &1+##+/C 4+-D B%'/ 4'E1&+.('"3#+
 
< F 2)",-+ '(1&"('%. k 4+ #!"#$%&'()*+C
%. 41G.'( -. *%46#+ 4+ #" B%.2('%. f C .%(1mk(.)C "-(%-& 4+ #!'(1&1 2%-&".( xk<
H. /-00%/+ ,-+ 2+ *%46#+ "00&%D'*+ /-I/"**+.( 3'+. #" B%.2('%. 4"./ -.
@%'/'."$+ 4+ #!'(1&1C ,-+ #!%. .%**+ #"  !"#$% &' ($%)*%('< J!+/( -. +./+*3#+
4+ 0%'.(/ 41G.' 0"&
Bk = {x ∈ 89n | ||x− xk|| ≤ ∆k},
%? ∆k +/( #+ &"7%. 4+ #" &1$'%. 4+ 2%.G".2+ +( ‖.‖ #" .%&*+ +-2#'4'+..+ ! /-&
89
n
< K.+ B%'/ #+ *%46#+ +( #" &1$'%. 4+ 2%.G".2+ 41G.'/C %. 2)+&2)+ -. 0"/
sk ,-' 0+&*+((&" 4+ 0&%4-'&+ -. .%-@+"- 2".4'4"( '(1&1 xk + sk<  + 0"/ +/(
41(+&*'.1 4+ B"L%. A %3(+.'& -.+ &14-2('%. 4+ #" @"#+-& 0&'/+ 0"& #+ *%46#+C
(%-( +. &+/(".( 4"./ #" &1$'%. 4+ 2%.G".2+C 2!+/(5A54'&+ ||sk|| ≤ ∆k< 8# B"-(
+./-'(+ 2)%'/'& 4!"22+0(+& %- 4+ &+M+(+& 2+ .%-@+"- 2".4'4"(< N%-& 2+#"C %.
2"#2-#+ #" @"#+-& 4+ #" B%.2('%. %3M+2('B +. 2+ 0%'.(C f(xk + sk)C "'./' ,-+ #"
@"#+-& 4- *%46#+C mk(xk + sk)< H. 0+-( "#%&/ &+$"&4+& /' #" &14-2('%. 0&15
4'(+ 0"& #+ *%46#+ +/( /-I/"**+.( 0&%2)+ 4+ 2+##+ &1"#'/1+ 0"& #" B%.2('%.< O'
2!+/( #+ 2"/C #+ .%-@+"- 2".4'4"( +/( "22+0(1 +( %. 0+-( +.@'/"$+& 4!"$&".4'&
#" &1$'%. 4+ 2%.G".2+ %- 4+ 2%./+&@+& #" *P*+< Q"./ #+ 2"/ 2%.(&"'&+C #+ 2".5
4'4"( xk+sk +/( &+M+(1 +( %. &+/(&+'.( #" &1$'%. 4+ 2%.G".2+ +. 4'*'.-".( /%.
&"7%.< H. +/06&+ /+ 2%.2+.(&+& /-& -.+ &1$'%. %? #+ *%46#+ &+0&1/+.(+ *'+-D
#" B%.2('%. %3M+2('B +( "'./' %3(+.'& 4+ *+'##+-&+/ 0&14'2('%./<  !F#$%&'()*+
;<= &+0&+.4C /%-/ B%&*+ /2)1*"(',-+C 2+/ 4'E1&+.(+/ 1("0+/<
 !"#$%&'() *+,+ - !"#$%&'() "./.$0! 1) $."%#/ 1) 2#/30/2)4
=<  !"#"$%"&$#"'! R
Q%..+& x0 -. 0%'.( '.'('"# +( ∆0 -. &"7%. '.'('"# 4+ #" &1$'%. 4+ 2%.G".2+<
Q%..+& #+/ 2%./(".(+/ η1, η2, γ1 +( γ2 ,-' /"('/B%.(
0 < η1 ≤ η2 < 1 +( 0 < γ1 ≤ γ2 < 1.
J"#2-#+& f(x0) +( 0%/+& k = 0<
S< ()*"!"#"'! +, -'+.%/ R
J)%'/'& ||.|| +( 41G.'& -. *%46#+ mk 4"./ #" &1$'%. 4+ 2%.G".2+ Bk<
T< 0$%1,% +, 2$& R
J"#2-#+& -. 0"/ sk ,-' U412&%V( /-I/"**+.( #+ *%46#+U mk +( (+# ,-+
xk + sk ∈ Bk<
 ! "#$#%&'%() &'%* +' *,-(# &, (.'/'-+ %0,* %1,(-+-*#.0%* 2'3'-* #4$+-5-(#3#%( 5#* &67
.-/6#*! 8#* 36(90&#* &6/#+0$$6#* $0,..0%( '-%*- :(.# '$$+-;,6#* < &#* =0%5(-0%* &0%( +#*
/'+#,.* &#* &6.-/6#* %# $#,/#%( :(.# 5'+5,+6#*!
>! ?+ #*( $0**-@+# &# 50%*-&6.#. &1',(.#* %0.3#* '-%*- ;,1,%# %0.3# ;,- &6$#%& &#
+1-(6.'(-0% k) 5=.! ABC!
;W
 !  !"# $% &'%(!)% *'+&# " #$%&'%() f(xk + sk) (* +,-./)
ρk =
f(xk)− f(xk + sk)
mk(xk)−mk(xk + sk) . 0 !12
3/ ρk > η14 +,-./) xk+1 = xk + sk4 5/.6. +,-./) xk+1 = xk.




[∆k,∞[ 5/ ρk ≥ η2,
8γ2∆k,∆k9 5/ ρk ∈ 8η1, η28,
8γ1∆k, γ2∆k9 5/ ρk < η1.
:65() k = k + 1 (* )(*6').() $' ;$5 1!
<( &=6/> +' ?6+@%( 0,*$;( 12 A$/* %B6CD(* +( %$ 3(&*/6.  !E!1! <$ *)6/5/@?(
,*$;(4 %$ ),56%'*/6. +' 56'5F;)6C%@?(4 (5* /.G'(.&,( ;$) %( &=6/> +' ?6+@%(
),$%/5, H %B,*$;( ;),&,+(.*(! #(**( ),56%'*/6. 5()$ +/5&'*,( H %$ 3(&*/6.  !E!I!
<$ J'(5*/6. +( %$ ?/5( H D6') +' )$K6. +( %$ ),L/6. +( &6.-$.&( (5* $C6)+,( H
%$ 3(&*/6.  !E! ! M.-.4 %BN%L6)/*=?(  !E .( ?(.*/6..( $'&'. &)/*@)( +B$))O*!
P$.5 .6*)( &$54 &('>F&/ Q$)/(.* 5'/Q$.* %(5 +/R,)(.*(5 /?;%,?(.*$*/6.5! #B(5*
;6')J'6/ .6'5 +/5&'*6.5 %( &=6/> +( &(5 &)/*@)(5 '%*,)/(')(?(.*4 %6)5 +( %$
+(5&)/;*/6. +,*$/%%,( +( .65 /?;%,?(.*$*/6.5 $'> 3(&*/6.5  !E!7 (*  !E!S!
 !"!# $% &'()* +, -(+./%
<( ?6+@%( %( ;%'5 &6')$??(.* '*/%/5, +$.5 %B$%L6)/*=?( +( ),L/6. +(
&6.-$.&( (5* '.( $;;)6>/?$*/6. J'$+)$*/J'( +( %$ A6.&*/6. 6CD(&*/A! #(%%(F&/
(5* +( %$ A6)?(
mk(xk + s) = mk(xk) + 〈gk, s〉+ 1
2
〈s,Hks〉, 0 !I2
6T mk(xk) = f(xk)4 gk = ∇f(xk) (* Hk (5* '.( $;;)6>/?$*/6. 5K?,*)/J'(
+( ∇2f(xk)! <B$Q$.*$L( +' ?6+@%( J'$+)$*/J'( (5* J'( 56. 6;*/?'? ;('*
O*)( +,*()?/., (U&$&(?(.* Q/$ +(5 ?,*=6+(5 5;,&/-J'(5 $'> ;)6C%@?(5 J'$F
+)$*/J'(5!
V.( $'*)( A$W6. +( ?6+,%/5() %$ A6.&*/6. 6CD(&*/A (5* +B'*/%/5() '. ),5($'
+( A6.&*/6.5 H C$5( )$+/$%( 0XYZ24 &A)! 3(&*/6. 1!1!I! #( *K;( +( ?6+@%(
(5* ;%'5 L,.,)$% J'( %B$;;)6>/?$*/6. J'$+)$*/J'(! [% ;()?(* +( )(;),5(.*()
;%'5 L%6C$%(?(.* %$ A6.&*/6. *$.+/5 J'B'. ?6+@%( J'$+)$*/J'( )(5*( '.( $;F
;)6>/?$*/6. ;%'5 %6&$%( +( %$ A6.&*/6.! [% .( 5B$L/* ;%'5 +B'. ;6%K.\?( (*
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)$;;6)* $' C)'/*! M.-.4 %( ?6+@%( XYZ (5* '.( A6.&*/6. &6.*/.'(4 +('> A6/5
+/R,)(.*/$C%(
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<B'*/%/5$*/6. +( ?6+@%(5 XYZ +$.5 '. $%L6)/*=?( +( ),L/6. +( &6.-$.&(
$ .6*$??(.* ,*, ),$%/5,( ;$) _('Q)$K +$.5 5$ *=@5( 8179! [% +6..( '.( )$/56.
 ! "# $%#&' ()& *# +)& (,-. ',-'#& *#& /,$+'0,$& 1 2)&# .)30)*#! "#(#$3)$'4 *#& /,$+'0,$&
5)-&&0#$$# #' 6-*'07-)3.07-# 06(*86#$'8#& 3)$& 90$)6, :8.0;#$' +#& (.,(.08'8&!
 S
 !""#$%&'()*+& ,-!(*#* &+ !' (&# %.,/#&0 1.+ 2!& #& ,$+*3$& ,& #) 4.'5(*.'
.67&5(*4 '&  .'( ") ,* ".'*6#& 8 #& %.,/#& ,.*( 9(+& 5)#5!#$ ")+ *'(&+".#)(*.'0
:.!+ .6(&'*+ !' %.,/#& 2!),+)(*2!&8
n(n+1)
2 + n+ 1 ".*'( ,-*'(&+".#)(*.' 
 .'( '$5&  )*+& 8 .; n & ( #& '.%6+& ,& 3)+*)6#& ,& #) 4.'5(*.'0 <' %.,/#&
=>? "&!( 9(+& 5)#5!#$ @ ")+(*+ ,-!' "#! "&(*( '.%6+& ,& ".*'( 0 A# "+.". &
!' &' &%6#& ,-*'(&+".#)(*.' ,& n+1 ".*'( %*'*%!%0 B&((& ,*C$+&'5& "&!(
"&+%&((+& !' D)*' ,& (&%" 8  )5E)'( 2!& #) 4.'5(*.' .67&5(*4 & ( (F"*2!&%&'(
5.G(&! & @ $3)#!&+ ,)' #& "+.6#/%& +&'5.'(+$ ")+ B&')&+.0
H' "+)(*2!&8 ,)' '.(+& 5) 8 #) 5.' (+!5(*.' ,! %.,/#& =>? ) ,&%)',$
2!&#2!& )7! (&%&'( 0 I.! )3.' *%"#$%&'($ !'&  .+(& ,& J#(+& 2!* "&+%&(
,& '& D)+,&+ 2!& ,& ".*'( K !L )%%&'( ,*C$+&'( 
 
K ".!+ 5.' (+!*+& #&
=>?0 H' &C&(8 #& 5)#5!# ,! %.,/#& & ( *%".  *6#& &( ,.''& #*&! ) !' $5E&5
#.+ 2!& ,&!M ".*'( *,&'(*2!&  .'( "+* &' 5.%"(&0 N& "#! 8 5&#) '-) )!O
5!'  &' 0 <' (&# J#(+& '-& ( ") '$5&  )*+& #.+ 2!-.' !(*#* & !' )#D.+*(E%&
D$'$(*2!& 5)+ #-)#$)(.*+& +&', 2!) * '!##& #) "+.6)6*#*($ ,-)7.!(&+ ,&!M 4.* 
#& %9%& ".*'( @ #) 6) & ,& ,.''$& 0 B&"&',)'(8 )3&5 #& %$(E.,& #.5)#& 8
*# "&!( )++*3&+ !' %.%&'( .; #& *($+$ ,&3*&''&'( 4.+( "+.5E& 0 P' "&!(
)*' * .6(&'*+ !'& 6) & ,& ,.''$& 5.'(&')'( ,& ".*'( (+."  *%*#)*+& ".!+
".!3.*+ 5.' (+!*+& !' =>? ,& 4)Q.' ),$2!)(&0
P!(+& 5& J#(+& )""#*2!$ )!(.%)(*2!&%&'(8 #-!(*#* )(&!+ ) #& 5E.*M &'(+&
,&!M &' &%6#& ,& ".*'( ".!+ 5.' (+!*+& #& =>?0 1) "+&%*/+& 4)Q.' 5.' * (&
@ 5.' (+!*+& #& =>? @ ")+(*+ ,& (.! #& ".*'( K !L )%%&'( ,*C$+&'( K
5)#5!#$ 7! 2!-)#.+ 0 1)  &5.',& %)'*/+& '&  $#&5(*.''& 2!-!' %*'*%!% ,&
n+1 ".*'(  *(!$ ,)' !' 3.* *')D& ,& #) +$D*.' ,& 5.'J)'5&0 1& "+.5&  ! 
,&  $#&5(*.' & ( *'*(*$ @ ")+(*+ ,& #) +$D*.' ,& 5.'J)'5& 2!* & (  !55&  *3&%&'(
$#)+D*& 7! 2!-@ .6(&'*+ !' %*'*%!% ,& n+ 1 ".*'( 0 R* "#! ,& n+ 1 ".*'( 
 .'(  *(!$ ,)' #) +$D*.' ,& 5.'J)'5&8 *#  .'( (.! "+* &' 5.%"(&0 B&((&
 &5.',& 4)Q.' ,& "+.5$,&+ "&+%&( ,& 5.' (+!*+& !' %.,/#& 2!* & ( "#! "+$5* 
,)' #) +$D*.' ,& 5.'J)'5& "!* 2!-*# '& (*&'( ") 5.%"(& ,& #-*'4.+%)(*.' 2!*
&' & ( $#.*D'$&0
I.! )3.' 5.' (+!*( ,&!M %$(E.,& ,& +$D*.' ,& 5.'J)'5&0 1-!'& !(*#* &
!' %.,/#& 2!),+)(*2!& ()',* 2!& #-)!(+&  & 6) &  !+ !' %.,/#& =>?0 H##& 
 .'( +& "&5(*3&%&'( "+$ &'($& )!M R&5(*.' S0T0U &( S0T0V0
 !"!# $% &'()*+,-). /+ ()+(01&)2*345
1& 6!( ,& 5&((&  &5(*.' & ( ,& "+$ &'(&+ #& %$(E.,& 2!* "&+%&((&'( ,&
5)#5!#&+ #& ") 2!* K,$5+.W(  !L )%%&'(K #& %.,/#& (.!( &' +& ()'( ,)' #)
+$D*.' ,& 5.'J)'5&0
N)' !' "+&%*&+ (&%" 8 '.! )3.' 5.' *,$+$ !'& "+.5$,!+& ,& 6)5X(+)O
5X*'D "&+%&(()'( ,& 5)#5!#&+ #& ".*'( ,& B)!5EF )""+.M*%$ ".!+ ,$(&+%*'&+
#& ") 0 1& ".*'( ,& B)!5EF )""+.M*%$ @ #-$()"& k8 '.($ xACk 8 & ( #& ".*'(
,$J'* ")+
xACk = xk(jc) = xk − cjc1
∆k
‖gk‖gk YS0SZ
 ! "#$$# %&'()#*+# #,$ -#,.)(# /0) 10 201#.) %3.* /0)0-4$)#5 6.& ,#)0 %&,+.$(# 0.
"70/&$)# 8!
S[
 ! "#$ %&'$( )* +,-.$!$,-
mk(xk(jc)) ≤ mk(xk) + c2〈gk, xk(jc)− xk〉,
,/ gk ' 0'&1 -! ) 2'*.$ -! .# 3,.4) 5 )6&!*0 k7 c1 ∈]0, 1[  ! c2 ∈]0, 12 [
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F7867>)-4,8! M>L-*4,13&(/  !" /83 )-4,8 )00-167' 87, %/ (4.2-/ 9:;! M) 84-7@
314+ )1+81 4E3/+7/ /83 '<)-7'/ <1) -) 81(7-)314+ /G)%3/ /3 )F473'/ I -) E)8/ ./
.4++'/8! Q+ 0/73 /+8713/ 0)88/, I ->13',)314+ 871<)+3/! =+/ 13',)314+ /G3/,+/
) .4+% 7+ %4U3 .>7+/ 8/7-/ '<)-7)314+ ./ -) D4+%314+ 4EF/%31D /G)%3/! M/8 13'@
,)314+8 1+3/,+/8 %4,,/804+./+3 )7G 13',)314+8 ./ ->L-*4,13&(/  !" R1+.1%'/8
0), kT! M/ 8%&'() 5+)- ./ +43,/ 0,/(12,/ ('3&4./ -4%)-/ /83 8V+3&'318' I -)
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 !"#$% &'( ) *+,-./ "-0-$/1 2% 13!.41-.%05/5!60 70/1% 2% 1/ $-"!60 2%
+607/0+% /441!8#-% 9#$ 1% :; /<%+ .62=1% 8#/2$/5!8#%'
>0 2%$0!%$ 46!05 !.46$5/05 ? 2!9+#5%$ /</05 2% +1@5#$%$ 1/ 9%+5!60 9#$
+%55% 4$%.!=$% .-5,62% 16+/1% +60+%$0% 1%9 +$!5=$%9 23/$$A5' B% 06.C$% 23!5-D
$/5!609 2% 1/ C6#+1% %E5%$0% +6$$%94602 /# 06.C$% 23-</1#/5!609 2% F60+5!60
#5!1!9-%9 4/$ 1/ .-5,62% 16+/1%' B% 9%#1 +$!5=$% 23/$$A5 8#% 06#9 #5!1!9609 %95 #0
06.C$% ./E!./1 23!5-$/5!609 G%5 260+ !02!$%+5%.%05 23-</1#/5!609 2% F60+D
5!60H' I%9 +$!5=$%9 9#441-.%05/!$%9 G4$%0/05 %0 +6.45% 1/ 06$.% 2# "$/2!%05
2# :; 4/$ %E%.41%H 46#$$605 A5$% 4$!9 %0 +6.45% 4/$ 1/ 9#!5% ./!9 136CD
J%+5!F 2% +% .-.6!$% %95 23/0/1K9%$ 1%9 4%$F6$./0+%9 2% 13/1"6$!5,.% 46#$ #0
06.C$% 2600- 23-</1#/5!609 2% F60+5!60' L3%95 46#$8#6! 06#9 06#9 1!.!5609
? +% 9%#1 +$!5=$% 46#$ 1/ C6#+1% %E5%$0%' M# 0!<%/# 2%9 !5-$/5!609 !05%$0%9N 1%
+$!5=$% 23/$$A5 +6$$%94602 /# +$!5=$% 23/$$A5 2% 13M1"6$!5,.% &'O' B% +$!5=$%
+1/99!8#% 46#$ #0 5%1 /1"6$!5,.% %95 2% +609!2-$%$ #0% C6$0% !0F-$!%#$% 9#$ 1/
06$.% 2# "$/2!%05 G2# :; 2/09 1% +/9 8#! 06#9 4$-6++#4%H' L%4%02/05 +%
+$!5=$% 93%95 $-<-1- 5$64 F/!C1% 2/09 +%$5/!09 +/9 +/$ !1 2600/!5 1!%# ? 2%9 !5-D
$/5!609 !0#5!1%9 8#! 03/446$5/!%05 41#9 23/.-1!6$/5!60 ? 1/ 961#5!60 +/1+#1-%'
L3%95 46#$8#6! 06#9 /<609 #5!1!9- 2%#E /#5$%9 +$!5=$%9 %0 06#9 C/9/05 9#$ 1%
1!<$% 2% I%00!9 %5 *+,0/C%1 PQR' B% 4$%.!%$ +$!5=$% F/!5 !05%$<%0!$ 1% "$/2!%05
./!9 2% F/S60 $%1/5!<%' T1 %95 2600- 4/$
max
1≤i≤n




6U typx %95 #0 <%+5%#$ 8#! 2600% 136$2$% 2% "$/02%#$ 2%9 </$!/C1%9 xN typf #0
06.C$% 469!5!F 8#! +6$$%94602 ? 136$2$% 2% "$/02%#$ 2% 1/ F60+5!60 f /#56#$ 2%
VW
 ! "# $%&#' (% gradtol $' )!*!+,%*( -$& .#**(")#'/ 0  ! )*1.&"&#' "#$2!&%1(3
4( "(.#'/ .*&%,*( )(*+(% /5!**6%(*  5! 7#*&%2+(  #*"-$(  ( )!" .! .$ 1 /(8&('%
%*#) )(%&% -$( )#$* ('.#*( )#$8#&* !))#*%(* $'( !+1 &#*!%&#' /(  ! "# $%&#'3
9 ("% /#''1 )!*
max
1≤i≤n
{ |(xk + s)i − xki |
max{|(xk + s)i|, typxi}
}
≤ steptol,
#: steptol ("% $' )!*!+,%*( -$& .#**(")#'/ 0  ! /&"%!'.( ('%*( /($; &%1*1"
"$..(""&<" 0 )!*%&* /(  !-$(  (  5! 7#*&%2+( ("% %(*+&'13 =&'! (+('%> '#$"
!8#'" !?#$%1 $' .*&%,*( "$* $' '#+@*( +!;&+! /5&%1*!%&#'" &'%(*'("3 4( .2#&;
/(" /&A1*('%" )!*!+,%*(" )*1"('%1" ?$"%( !8!'% "(*! /&".$%1 !$ B2!)&%*( C3
 !"!# $% &'()*+' ,-./)+' 0 ,)+12' 345
45&/1( /( .(%%( "(.#'/( +1%2#/(  #.! ( ("% /( .#'"%*$&*( $'( +1%2#/(
/( *17&#' /( .#'D!'.( -$5#' !)) &-$( /&*(.%(+('% "$*  ! <#'.%&#' #@?(.%&<
(;!.%(3 B#++( #' %*!8!&  ( !8(. /(" <#'.%&#'" -$& )($8('% 6%*( <#*%(+('%
+$ %&+#/! (" (% /#'% #' '( .#''!E% )!" '1.(""!&*(+('%  5(;)*(""&#' /(" /1F
*&81("> #' .2#&"&% /( +#/1 &"(* .(%%( <#'.%&#' 0  5&'%1*&($* /(  ! *17&#' /(
.#'D!'.( )!* $' +#/, ( GH=3
4( ".21+! /( .(%%( +1%2#/( ("% /#'. "&+) ( (% . !""&-$( )$&"-$5& *()*('/
 (" /&A1*('%(" 1%!)(" /(  5I 7#*&%2+( J3K3 B#++(  ! <#'.%&#' #)%&+&"1( )!*
 ! +1%2#/( /( *17&#' /( .#'D!'.( ("%  ! <#'.%&#' #@?(.%&< (;!.%(> $' '#$8(!$
)#&'% ("% 18! $1 8&! .(%%( /(*'&,*( 0 .2!-$( &%1*!%&#'3 4( +#/, ( mk )#$8!'%
8!*&(* !8(.  (" &%1*!%&#'"> '#$" )#$8#'" .(%%( <#&" .#'"%*$&*( $' +#/, ( GH=
-$& 8!*&( !$ .#$*" /(" &%1*!%&#'"> (' )*('!'% (' .#+)%(  ! '#$8(  ( &'<#*F
+!%&#' /&")#'&@ (3 4( @$% ("% /5#@%('&* $' +#/, ( GH= -$& !))*#;&+( /(
+&($; (' +&($;  ! <#'.%&#' (;!.%( !$ ) $"  (" &%1*!%&#'" !8!'.('%3 4( +#/, (
GH= '51%!'% )!" -$!/*!%&-$(>  ( "#$"F)*#@ ,+( /(  ! *17&#' /( .#'D!'.( ("%
*1"# $ 8&! 9LMLN3 4! =&7$*( J3O *()*('/ $' ".21+! /(" /&A1*('%(" 1%!)("
/( .(%%( "(.#'/( +1%2#/( /( *17&#' /( .#'D!'.(3
P'( %(  ( &+) 1+('%!%&#' /(  5I 7#*&%2+( J3K )#"",/( $' .#Q% /5$'( 18!F
 $!%&#' /(  ! <#'.%&#' #@?(.%&< )!* &%1*!%&#'3 R#$" !8#'" .2#&"&  ( .*&%,*( /5!*F
*6% /!'"  ( +6+( (")*&% -$( )#$*  ! )*(+&,*( +1%2#/( /( *17&#' /( .#'D!'.(3
R#$" 8#$ #'" #@"(*8(*  (" )(*<#*+!'.(" /( '#%*( +1%2#/( )#$* $' '#+@*(
+!;&+! /#''1 /518! $!%&#'" /(  ! <#'.%&#' #@?(.%&<3 B5("% )#$*-$#&  ( .*&%,*(
/5!**6% *(%('$ ("% $' '#+@*( +!;&+! /5&%1*!%&#'"> -$& ("% 1-$&8! ('% 0 $'
'#+@*( +!;&+! /518! $!%&#'" /( <#'.%&#' !$ *(7!*/ /$ .#Q% /5$'( &%1*!%&#'3
=&'! (+('%> '#$" %(*+&'#'" .(%%( )!*%&( "$* '#" +1%2#/(" /( *17&#' /(
.#'D!'.( )!* $'( *(+!*-$( "$*  ($* &+) 1+('%!%&#'3 4( ".21+! /(  ! "(.#'/(
+1%2#/( ("% ) $" "&+) ( -$( .( $& /(  ! )*(+&,*(3 L#$*%!'%> !$ '&8(!$ /(
 5&+) 1+('%!%&#'> .#/(*  ! "(.#'/( ! '1.(""&%1 ) $" /( %(+)" (% /( %*!8!& 3
P'( 18! $!%&#' /(  ! <#'.%&#' #@?(.%&< (;!.%( &'%(*8&('% 0  5&'%1*&($* /5$'(
&%1*!%&#'3 9 ! /#'. <!  $ %*#$8(* /(" !"%$.(" )#$* *1! &"(* .(%%( 18! $!%&#'
.!* S&'!+# ("% .#'T$ /( %(  ( "#*%( -$(  518! $!%&#' (;!.%( "#&% (A(.%$1( ('
D' /5&%1*!%&#'3
R#$" !  #'" +!&'%('!'% )*1"('%(* /!'"  (" /($; "(.%&#'" "$&8!'%("  ("
/($; !$%*(" +1%2#/("  #.! (" -$( '#$" $%& &"#'" /!'" '#" .#$) !7("3 9 "5!7&%
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 !"#$%  !" # $%&'() *'+',)- ./ -01(2-'(/+3)314+ ./ -) ,'*14+ ./ %4+5)+%/
)22-167'/ 87, -) 94+%314+ /:)%3/ );/% (4.<-/ =>?!
./ ('3&4./8 67/ +478 +0);4+8 2)8 1(2-'(/+3'/8@ +478 );4+8 731-18' ./8 %4./8
/:183)+38!
 !" #$%&'()*+,-. /01
A0)-*4,13&(/ B?C@ 247, B/,1;)31;/ ?,// C231(1D)314+@ ) '3' .';/-422'
 
.)+8 -/ %).,/ ./ -04231(18)314+ ./ 94+%314+8 E-188/8E ()18 +4+ -1+')1,/8@ F
2-781/7,8 ;),1)G-/8 /3 .4+3 -/8 .',1;'/8 +/ 84+3 2)8 .1824+1G-/8! A0';)-7)314+
./ %/8 94+%314+8 2/73 '*)-/(/+3 H3,/ 3,<8 %4I3/78/! A) %4+83,7%314+ ./ %/
+47;/- )-*4,13&(/ ) '3' (431;'/ 2), 7+/ ./()+./ %,4188)+3/ 247, ./ 3/-8
4731-8! J- /:183/ 2/7 ./ 83,)3'*1/8 247, ,'847.,/ %/ 3K2/ ./ 2,4G-<(/8! L4++
/3 )-! /+ %13/+3  .)+8 -/7,8 ),31%-/8 MNOP /3 MNQP R -) ,/%&/,%&/ .1,/%3/@ -/8
4731-8 ./ .1S',/+31)314+ )734()3167/@ -0731-18)314+ ./ .1S',/+%/8 5+1/8 247,
)22,4:1(/, -/ *,).1/+3 /3 -/ &/881/+ T47 7+/ )22,4:1()314+ 67)81UV/W34+
.7 &/881/+X /3 -) (4.'-18)314+ ./ -) 94+%314+ 4GY/%319 2-73Z3 67/ %/--/ ./8
.',1;'/8! L0/83 %/33/ ./,+1<,/ )22,4%&/ 671 ) '3' ,/3/+7/ /3 /83 )7 %4/7, ./
-0)-*4,13&(/ B?C! J- 80)*13 .07+ )-*4,13&(/ ./ 3K2/ ,'*14+ ./ %4+5)+%/ G)8'
 ! "# $%&# '(# )%(* (+,-,*#.%)* /%(. $#+ 0-1%.,+23# 0 4+4 ,3/-43#)+4 /0. 5! 6$2#,)7#.1!
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 !" !# $%&'() *!+&"+,-*!) &) (+ .%#/,-%# %01)/,-.2 3) $%&'() ) , /%# ,"!-,
 +# .+-") -#,)"4)#-" () 5"+&-)#, %! () 6)  -)# &) (+ .%#/,-%# %01)/,-.7 /8) , !#)
$9,6%&) &8-#,)":%(+,-%# *!- ) , +::(-*!9)2 ;%! /%$$)#<%# :+" &9/"-")
(+ /%# ,"!/,-%# &) /) $%&'() +4+#, &) :"9 )#,)" () &-=9")#,) 9,+:) &)
(8+(5%"-,6$)2 >),,)  )/,-%#  ) 0+ )  !" () +",-/() ?@A7 @B7 @CD ), () (-4") ?ED2
 !"!# $% &'()*+,&-'( ., /'.012
F /6+*!) -,9"+,-%# &) (8+(5%"-,6$)7 (+ .%#/,-%# %01)/,-. f(xk) ) , +::"%G
/69) :+" !# $%&'() *!+&"+,-*!) mk(xk + s) &) (+ .%"$)
mk(xk + s) = f(xk) + 〈gk, s〉+ 1
2
〈s,Hks〉,
%H xk "):"9 )#,) (8-,9"9 /%!"+#,7 gk !# 4)/,)!" &) IJ
n
),Hk !#) $+,"-/)  K$9G
,"-*!) &) IJ
n
 - n "):"9 )#,) (+ &-$)# -%# &! :"%0('$)2 3+ /%# ,"!/,-%# &) /)
$%&'() ")4-)#, L &9,)"$-#)" gk ), Hk2 M# /6%- -, &) "9+(- )" !#) /%# ,"!/,-%#
:+" -#,)":%(+,-%#2 38)# )$0() &8-#,)":%(+,-%# Y /%#,-)#, () :%-#, !,-(- 9 
:%!" 0N,-" () $%&'()7 L :+",-" &) /%#&-,-%# &) (+ .%"$)
m(y) = f(y), ∀y ∈ Y. OP2CQ
R)!S + :)/, -#,)"4-)##)#, &+# (+ /%# ,"!/,-%# &) (8-#,)":%(+,-%# T () /6%-S
&) :%-#, &8-#,)":%(+,-%# ), () /6%-S &) :%(K#U$) &) 0+ ) *!-  )"%#, /%$G
0-#9 :%!" %0,)#-" () $%&'()2
3+ &9,)"$-#+,-%# &) :%-#, &8-#,)":%(+,-%# ) , -#V!)#/9) :+" () #%$0")
&) :%-#, !,-(- 9 +-# - *!) :+" ()!" &- :% -,-%# &+# (8) :+/)2 W%!" %0,)#-" !#
$%&'()  !"#$%&'"'(& )*+,-+&.)*'7 (8)# )$0() Y &%-, /%#,)#-" p = (n+1)(n+2)2
:%-#, 2 >),,) /%#&-,-%# ) , #9/)  +-") :%!" *!) () 9(9$)#, gk ), Hk  %-)#,
&9,)"$-#9 &) .+<%# !#-*!)2 >):)#&+#,7 !# $%&'() /%# ,"!-,  !" !# :(! :)G
,-, #%$0") &) :%-#, :)!, X,")  !Y +$$)#, :"9/- ), :)"$),,") &) ,"+4+-(()"
&) .+<%# +//):,+0()2 38-&9) :"%:% 9) ) , &) /%$$)#/)" (8+(5%"-,6$) +4)/
!# .+-0() #%$0") &) :%-#, +::+",)#+#, L Y ), &8+!5$)#,)" /) #%$0") +!
/%!" &) -,9"+,-%# O5"N/) +!S :%-#, 94+(!9 &!"+#, () &-=9")#,) 9,+:) &)
(8+(5%"-,6$)Q2 W%!" +  !")" !#) :"9/- -%#  !Y +#,) &! $%&'() ), !#) 0%##)
:"%5")  -%# &) (8+(5%"-,6$)7 !# $%&'()  !"#$%&'"'(& $.(/+.-' ) , ")*!- 7 -2)27
/%# ,"!-, L :+",-" &) n+ 1 :%-#, +! $%-# 2  
3%" *!) () :"%0('$) ) , $!(,-&-$)# -%##)( On > 1Q7 !# $%&'() /%# ,"!-,
L :+",-" &) p = (n+1)(n+2)2 :%-#, #8) , :+ #9/)  +-")$)#, !#-*!)2 Z#) /%#&-G
,-%#  !" (+ &- :% -,-%# &) :%-#, &+# (8) :+/) &%-, 95+()$)#, X,") 49"-[9)
:%!" +  !")" (8)S- ,)#/) ), (8!#-/-,9 &! $%&'()2 >),,) /%#&-,-%# :%",) () #%$
&) #!.0,('002 Z#) .+<%# &8)S:"-$)" *!8!# )# )$0() &) :%-#, Y = {y1, ..., yp}
49"-[) /),,) /%#&-,-%# ) , &8!,-(- )" !#) 0+ ) {φi(.)}pi=1 &) (8) :+/) (-#9+-")
&) *!+&"+,-*!) L n &-$)# -%# 2 \- () &9,)"$-#+#,
















 ! "#$%& '(%%) *$ +,-./$ 0$ 1,)+&% 2($ +,(% '3,+% 45,)%) 0#(&)*)%$/ 0'+% +,% -6&5,0$%
*,4'*$%!
]E
 !" #$# #%&' &( #! )*& Y ! +, -."  !"#$%/
0,#! &(,&1$+."2) ' &, -3" +).#,".$# -(%#  #! )*& Y  !"#$% # ! 4,."
5,! 6., & 7,&7%& -% -3" +).#,#" 5+3! #"3 7.8- !!%!/ 9&&  !" &.3 ,% 72$.:
- ! 5$&;#<) ! - *,! / = )$->& ?%,-+,".?% - &(,&1$+."2)  !" %# .#8
" +5$&,".$# *,!3 !%+ - ! 5$&;#<) ! 4$#-,) #",%: - @ A"$#/ B 72$.:  !"
)$".63 5,+ - ! +,.!$#! "23$+.?% !  " 5+,".?% !/ =(%".&.!,".$# - ! 5$&;#<) !
- @ A"$# 5 +) " -(3",*&.+ %# "23$+. - 7$#6 +1 #7 1&$*,& - &(,&1$8
+."2) C74+/ DEFGH  " - +3-%.+ & ! 7,&7%&!  I 7"%3! 5,+ &(,&1$+."2) / =$+!?% 
&( #! )*& -(.#" +5$&,".$#  !"  !"#$%' & )$->& $*" #%  !" "$%J$%+! & )K) '
?% && ?% !$." &, )3"2$- -(.#" +5$&,".$# 72$.!. / =(,6,#",1 -(%# .#" +5$8
&,".$# *,!3 !%+ & ! 5$&;#<) ! - @ A"$#  !" - 5 +) ""+ &, 7+3,".$# - 
5+$73-%+ ! 5$%+ ,)3&.$+ + &, 13$)3"+. - &( #! )*& -(.#" +5$&,".$#  " - 
)3"2$- ! 5$%+ .#7&%+ - #$%6 ,%: 5$.#"! -,#! Y /
= 5+.#7.5 - &(.#" +5$&,".$# *,!3 !%+ & ! 5$&;#<) ! 4$#-,) #",%: - 
@ A"$#  !" 5+3! #"3 -,#! & ! ,+".7& ! DELG  " DEFG ,.#!. ?% -,#! & &.6+ DMG/
=, )3"2$- -37+." &, 7$#!"+%7".$# -(%# .#" +5$&,#" - - 1+3 d/ =( #! )*& 
-(.#" +5$&,".$# Y  !" !35,+3  # d+1 *&$7! Y [l]' $N & *&$7 -(.#-.7 l 7$#". #"(




(l + n− 1)!
l! (n− 1)!
5$.#"! C5$%+ l = 0, ..., dH/ O# 4,." 7$++ !5$#-+ P 72,?% 5$.#" y
[l]
i ∈ Y [l] %#





j ) = δijδlm 5$%+ "$%" y
[m]
j ∈ Y [m] ,6 7 m ≤ l.
= 5$&;#<) -(.#" +5$&,".$#  !" $*" #%  # 5+ #,#" %# 7$)*.#,.!$# &.#3,.+ 












$N & ! 7$ R7. #"! λ
[l]
i (Y, f) !$#" - ! -.I3+ #7 ! Q#. ! 13#3+,&.!3 ! ,55&.?%3 !
P &, 4$#7".$# f / S$%+ 7$#!"+%.+ & ! 5$&;#<) ! 4$#-,) #",%:' $# %".&.! &,
5+$73-%+ -37+." 5,+ &(T&1$+."2) U/V/
 !"#$%&'() *+,+ -.#/0&$12&%#/ 3)0 4#!5/6()07
W#.".,&.! + & ! N
[l]
i 5$%+ i = 1, ..., |Y [l]'  " l = 0, ..., d P &, *,! - 5$&;#<) !
72$.!. C& ! )$#<) ! 5,+  : )5& H/
S$! + Ytemp = ∅/
S$%+ l = 0, ..., d'
5$%+ i = 1, .., |Y [l]|
72$.!.+ y
[l]
i ∈ Y \Ytemp " & ?% |N [l]i (y[l]i )| 6= 0'
!. %# " & y
[l]
i #( :.!" 5,!' +3.#.".,&.! + Y = Ytemp  " XYOS
C&, *,! - ! 5$&;#<) ! - @ A"$#  !" .#7$)5&>" H'
Ytemp ← Ytemp ∪ {y[l]i }
#$+),&.! + & 5$&;#<) 7$%+,#" 5,+
N
[l]
i (x)← N [l]i (x)/|N [l]i (y[l]i )|, CU/EZH
ML




j (x)← N [l]j (x)−N [l]j (y[l]i )N [l]i (x) j 6= i, j = 1, ..., |Y [l]|,
N
[k]
j (x)← N [k]j (x)−N [k]j (y[l]i )N [l]i (x) j = 1, ..., |Y [k]|, k = l + 1, ..., d.
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<!( .=,& 3,5"!'#( .! )>=?'5"3&, 8@;AB: (&," 5**!)=( )!(  !"#$%; C3 2!'DE23
(&," ,&, ,')(F )5 *#&*#3="=  #!%&'(&%% !(" 5(('#=!; <>G)H&#3"I ! @;J *!# !"
.&,2 .>&1"!,3# ', !,(! 1)! Y ?'3 4=#36! 2!""! *#&*#3="=; K!*!,.5,"F &, (!#5
*)'( !D3H!5," !, 3 *&(5," .! "#5453))!# 54!2 ', !,(! 1)! )&**+ #!%&'F 3;!;F
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$,-/ "2&#%=,$/ 9!/ "%32#!$*/ &',%0 "! )(#(1>*#!/ .-! $,-/ (=,$/ #2(9%/2/6
?%$(9!1!$*< $,-/ )#2/!$*,$/ 9!/ #2/-9*(*/ "!/ *!/*/ $-12#%.-!/ !3!&*-2/ /-#
-$ !$/!159! "! :,$&*%,$/ 1(*'21(*%.-!/< (%$/% .-! 9!/ )#,@9/ "! )!#:,1($&!
.-% /,$* "!/ ,-*%9/ -*%9%/2/ ),-# &,1)(#!# $,/ "%32#!$*/ (9+,#%*'1!/6
 !" #$%&'()*(+, -$% .+,&*(+,% *$%*% /0*12/0*(34$%
A!/ *!/*/ /-# "!/ :,$&*%,$/ 1(*'21(*%.-!/ &,$/*%*-!$* -$! )#!1%>#! 2*()!
"($/ 9B2=(9-(*%,$ "!/ 12*',"!/ "B,)*%1%/(*%,$6 A! 5-* !/* "! =(9%"!# 9!/ 12C
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G(/*#%+%$< /,$* "!/ :,$&*%,$/ I&9(//%.-!/I /,-=!$* -*%9%/2!/ ),-# *!/*!# 9B!JC
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 !"#$%"!& '() &*+,"!*+) ,*+)!'-.-()  *#. $() "()")/
 !"#$%
0% &*+,"!*+ 1,2$(3 ()" &*."(4(+" 4#$"!4*'%$(/ 5*+ (6 .())!*+ %+%$3"!7#(
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+ 20 + e,
*8 n .( .-)(+"( $( +*49.( '( :%.!%9$(); x ∈ <=n (" e = exp(1)/ 0( '*4%!+(
%'4!))!9$( ()" '*++-  %.
xi ∈ [−5; 5] i = 1, ..., n.
0>* "!4#4 ?$*9%$ ()" )!"#- (+ xi = 0  *#. i = 1, ..., n (" :%#" @/ A+( .(B
 .-)(+"%"!*+ '( ,(""( &*+,"!*+ (+ C '!4(+)!*+); %!+)! 7#>#+ ?.% D!7#( '( )()
,*#.9() '( +!:(%#; )*+" '*++-) E $% F!?#.( G/H/ I(""( &*+,"!*+ % -"- * "!4!)-(

















 !"#$% G/H J 1,2$(3 KC '!4(+)!*+)L M &*+,"!*+ (" ,*#.9() '( +!:(%#
&'()*)
N.%+!+ ()" #+( &*+,"!*+ E C '!4(+)!*+) (" 7#!  *))O'( P * "!4% ?$*9%#6/
















*8 x = (x1, x2) ∈ <=2, x1 ∈ [−5; 10] (" x2 ∈ [0; 15]/ 0() P 4!+!4% K?$*9%#6L
)*+" x = (−pi; 12.275); x = (pi; 2.275) (" x = (9.42477796; 2.47499998)/ 0%
:%$(#. '( $% &*+,"!*+ (+ ,()  *!+") ()" P/QRSSRPGRRCQRPQ(BH/ 0% F!?#.( G/C





Branin : Courbes de niveau





 !"#$%  !" # $%&'(' ) *+',-(+' .- ,+/%0.1 2. '(3.&/
 !"#$# %&'$()*
4& *+',-(+' 2. $%&'(' 5+2(67. ,+58+%-. /' -.%5. 1/88975.'-&(%. 8&%
%&88+%- : 9& *+',-(+' 2. $%&'(' ,9&11(;/.! <. -.%5. 8.%5.- 2. '. 89/1 &3+(%
;/=/' 1./9 5('(5/5 >9+0&9? 9.1 2./@ &/-%.1 7-&'- 5&('-.'&'- 2.1 5('(5&















cos(x1) + 10 + 5x1,
+B x = (x1, x2) ∈ CD2, x1 ∈ [−5; 10] .- x2 ∈ [0; 15]! 4. 5('(5/5 >9+0&9
.1- 1(-/7 .' x = (−pi; 12.275) .- 3&/- EFG!GH! <.--. 3.%1(+' 5+2(67. 2. 9&




BraninModified : Courbes de niveau





 !"#$%  !J # $%&'(' 5+2(67. ) *+',-(+' .- ,+/%0.1 2. '(3.&/
+"%*,-"./
4& *+',-(+' <&5.90&,K LGEM/581N 8+11O2. " 3&%(&09.1! P99. .1- 276'(.
8&%
f(x) = x21(4− 2.1x21 +
x41
3
) + x1x2 + x
2
2(−4 + 4x22),
+B x = (x1, x2) ∈ CD2! 4. 2+5&('. &25(11(09. .1- 279(5(-7 8&%
xi ∈ [−2; 2] i = 1, 2.
GG
 !"#$%!&' ()**+,# - "./."! ,)/0 1 2$)%!34 5 x = (−0.08984201; 0.7126564)
#0 x = (0.08984201;−0.7126564)6 7! 8!$#39 )(0."!$# ,# $! :)/&0.)/ #*0
−1.03162845356 7! ;.239# <6= 9#(9>*#/0# $! :)/&0.)/ #0 *#* &)39%#* ,# /.?
8#!3 *39 $@#/*#"%$# !,".**.%$#6 7! ;.239# <6< &)/*0.03# 3/ AB))"A *39 $!





Camelback : Courbes de niveau














Camelback : Courbes de niveau (zoom)












 !"#$% <6< G  !"#$%!&' 5 B))" *39 $! :)/&0.)/ #0 $#* &)39%#* ,# /.8#!3
 !"#$%














)H x = (x1, x2) ∈ IJ2D x1 ∈ [−10; 10] #0 x2 ∈ [−10; 10]6 K$$# ()**+,# 3/#
./F/.0> ,@)(0."! "!.* 3/ *#3$ "!4."3" 2$)%!$ #/ x = (0; 0)D )H $! :)/&0.)/
8!30 L6 7# 29!(M.N3# ,# $! :)/&0.)/ #*0 9#(9>*#/0> O $! ;.239# <6- 0!/,.*
N3# $#* &)39%#* ,# /.8#!3D *39 0)30 $@#/*#"%$# !,".**.%$# (3.* !30)39 ,#
$@)(0."3" 2$)%!$D *)/0 .$$3*09>#* O $! ;.239# <6P6 Q)0)/* N3# &#00# :)/&0.)/
*#9! $! *#3$# ,# $@#/*#"%$# ,# :)/&0.)/* 0#*0* O R09#  !"# #$%&6
-P




Candle : Courbes de niveau















Candle : Courbes de niveau (Zoom)










 !"#$%  !0 # $%&'() * -,123)4 ') &/5)%1 412 (6)&4)73() %'7/44/3() ). 8,,7
%1.,12 '1 7%9/717 :(,3%(
 !"#$%&'













,D n 2)C2A4)&.) () &,732) ') 5%2/%3()4 ). x ∈ EFn! ;) ',7%/&) %'7/44/3()
)4. ',&&A C%2
xi ∈ [−600; 600] i = 1, ..., n.
;6,C./717 :(,3%( )4. 4/.1A )& xi = 0 C,12 i = 1, ..., n ). 5%1. G! ;% H/:12)  !I
2)C2A4)&.) (% +,&-./,& ). 4)4 -,123)4 ') &/5)%19 412 .,1. (6)4C%-) ') 2)-J)2-J)
.%&'/4 K1) (% H/:12)  !L &) 2)C2A4)&.) K161&) C%2./) '1 ',7%/&) %'7/44/3()
%B& ') +%/2) %CC%2%M.2) ()4 &,732)19 ,C./7% ') (% +,&-./,&! ;,24 ')4 .)4.4?
&,14 %5,&4 1./(/4A -)..) +,&-./,& )& N ). NG '/7)&4/,&4!
(%!)*%&















Griewank (n=2) : Courbes de niveau

























 !"#$%  !: # $%&'()*+ ,- .&/'*0&1*02 3 ;11/ 07% <) 41*56&1* '6 <'0 517%8'0
.' *&9')7
1= x ∈ >?n@ c = (1, 1.2, 3, 3.2)@ A ∈ >?4×n '6 P ∈ >?4×n! A' .1/)&*' .'
%'5B'%5B' '06 .CD*& E)%
xi ∈ [0; 1] i = 1, ..., n.
A) 41*56&1* F)%6/)* ) C6C 6'06C' E17% .'7G 9)<'7%0 .' n .&HC%'*6'0 3 I '6 J!


















A) 41*56&1* E100L.' M /&*&/) <15)7G '6 7* N<18)<! >< '06 0&67C '* x =
(0.114614; 0.555649; 0.852547) '6 ) −3.86278 51//' 9)<'7% 18O'56&4!




10 3 17 3.5 1.7 8
0.05 10 17 0.1 8 14
3 3.5 1.7 10 17 8








0.1312 0.1696 0.5569 0.0124 0.8283 0.5886
0.2329 0.4135 0.8307 0.3736 0.1004 0.9991
0.2348 0.1451 0.3522 0.2883 0.3047 0.6650
0.4047 0.8828 0.8732 0.5743 0.1091 0.0381

 .
.#%!$#+/ -%,( +! / $&+&$# "*'#012 3 $&+&$0$ 4"*5#"  (! #!! &+! #0 -*&+!
x = (0.20169; 0.150011; 0.476874; 0.275332; 0.311652; 0.6573) *6 "# 7*+'!&*+
8#0! −3.322372
 !"#$%
.*(#9&  (! 0+ 7*+'!&*+ 5&:)&$ +(&*++ "" ),;+& -#%
f(x) =
(










*6 x = (x1, x2) ∈ <=2  ! xi ∈ [0; 5] -*0% i = 1, 22 > !! 7*+'!&*+ -*((?) 
0+ $&+&$0$ "*'#"  + x = (1; 2)  ! 0+ $&+&$0$ 4"*5#"  + x = (4; 2) *6 "#
7*+'!&*+ 8#0! −2.34581157612 3# @&40% A2BC % -%,( +! ' !! 7*+'!&*+  ! ( (




Hosaki : Courbes de niveau












 !"#$% A2BC D .*(#9& E 7*+'!&*+  ! '*0%5 ( ) +&8 #0
&'"()*'
3# 7*+'!&*+ FG(! %G -*((?) ) 01 8#%&#5" (  ! (*+  1-% ((&*+  (! )*++, 
-#%
f(x) = 2+0.01(x2−x21)2 +(1−x1)2 +2(2−x2)2 +7 sin(0.5x1) sin(0.7x1x2),
*6 x = (x1, x2) ∈ <=2  ! xi ∈ [−0.5; 5] -*0% i = 1, 22 3# 7*+'!&*+ -%,( +! H
*-!&$# "*'#01  ! 0+ $&+&$0$ 4"*5#"I  + x = (2.504425207128; 2.577837766187)2
FG(! %G  + ' -*&+! 8#0! −1.4565258194892 3# @&40% A2BB % -%,( +! " (





Mystery : Courbes de niveau













 !"#$%  !"" # $%&'()% * +,-.'/,- (' .,0)1(& 2( -/3(40
 !"#$%&%'





(x2i − 10 cos(2pixi)) + 10n,
,? n )(<)@&(-'( 94 2/8(-&/,- 2( 94 +,-.'/,-A x ∈ B6n! 5C(&<4.( 2( )(.D().D(
(&' 2@E-/ <4)
xi ∈ [−5; 5] i = 1, ..., n.
B9 &C47/' 2C0-( +,-.'/,- <,&&@24-' 2( -,81)(0; ,<'/84 9,.40;! :,- 8/-/808
79,149 &( &/'0( (- xi = 0 <,0) i = 1, ..., n (' 94 +,-.'/,- % (&' -099(! F4-& 9(&
'(&'&A 94 2/8(-&/,- 4 @'@ E;@( G H (' G HI! 54 +,-.'/,- 1/=2/8(-&/,--(99( 4/-&/
>0( &(& .,0)1(& 2( -/3(40; &,-' )(<)@&(-'@(& G 94 J/70)(  !"H! 54 J/70)(  !"K




Rastrigin (n=2) : Courbes de niveau










 !"#$%  !"H # 64&')/7/- MH 2/8(-&/,-&N * +,-.'/,- (' .,0)1(& 2( -/3(40
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Rastrigin (n=2) : Courbes de niveau (Zoom)












 !"#$%  !"# $ %&'()*+*, -. /*01,'*2,'3 4 5220 '6) 7& 82,9(*2, 1( 71' 926):1'
/1 ,*;1&6 &6(26) /1 7<2=(*060 +72:&7
2> n )1=)?'1,(1 7& /*01,'*2,@ x ∈ A%n 1( xi ∈ [−2; 2] =26) i = 1, ..., n! B1
0*,*060 +72:&7 /1 91((1 82,9(*2, 1'( '*(6? &6 =2*,( xi = 1 =26) i = 1, ..., n!
B& 82,9(*2, C ;&6( 5?)2! B& D*+6)1  !"E )?=)?'1,(1 91((1 82,9(*2, 1, /*01,'*2,





Rosenbrock (n=2) : Courbes de niveau










 !"#$%  !"E $ %2'1,:)29H -. /*01,'*2,'3 4 82,9(*2, 1( 926):1' /1 ,*;1&6
 !"#$%$&'
B& 82,9(*2, I9JK1817L 1'( 82)(101,( 067(*02/&71! I2, 1M=)1''*2,@ 1,










2> x ∈ A%n 1( xi ∈ [−500; 500] =26) i = 1, ..., n! B1 0*,*060 +72:&7 1'(
&((1*,( 1, xi = 420.9687 =26) i = 1, ..., n 1( /?=1,/ /1 7& /*01,'*2, /1
7& 82,9(*2,! A7 ;&6( −418.9829 n! N26) 71' (1'('@ 7& /*01,'*2, & ?(? OM?1 P
n = 10! B& )1=)?'1,(&(*2, /1 91((1 82,9(*2, 1, /*01,'*2, . 1'( *776'()?1 P 7&


















 !"#$%  !" # $%&'()(*+ ,- ./0(12/3124 5 )31%6/31 (6 %3789(2 .( 1/:(;7
 !"#$#





3? n %388(2=31. ;7 13098( .( :;8/;9*(2 .7 =839*@0(A x ∈ BCn (6 xi ∈
[−5; 5] =378 i = 1, ..., n! D(66( )31%6/31 =322@.( 71 2(7* 0/1/070 ;7 =3/16
xi = 0 =378 i = 1, ..., n! <; )31%6/31 E (26 17**(! F1( 8(=8>2(16;6/31 (1
.(7G ./0(12/312 (26 8(=8/2( H *; I/J78(  !"K! <382 .(2 6(262A *; )31%6/31 ; >6>

















 !"#$%  !"K # $=&(8( ,- ./0(12/3124 5 )31%6/31 (6 %3789(2 .( 1/:(;7
%&'(#&) $*+&!,-)(&-,.
<( M;9*(;7  !" 8(=8(1. *(2 -" )31%6/312 N7( 1372 ;:312 (0=*3E>(2 =378
*(2 6(262 170>8/N7(2! O378 %&;%71(A *( 130A *( 13098( .( :;8/;9*(2 (6 *( 6E=(
.( )31%6/31 2316 /1./N7>2! O;8 6E=( .( )31%6/31A 1372 (16(1.312 71/03.;*(
,71 2(7* 3=6/0704A 07*6/03.;*([i] ,N7(*N7(2 3=6/0; .316 i 2316 J*39;7G4 37
)386(0(16 07*6/03.;*( ,.( 13098(7G 3=6/0; .316 71 2(7* (26 J*39;*4!
+P
 !" #$"%&'$!& ()*%
+,-.%)/ / 0!12%"%&2 "3.2$"!45.%
+,-.%)67 67 0!12%"%&2 "3.2$"!45.%
+,-.%)/7 /7 0!12%"%&2 "3.2$"!45.%
815&$& / "3.2$"!45.%9:;
815&$& "!4$<=% / "3.2$"!45.%96;
>5"%.?5,- / "3.2$"!45.%9/;
>5&4.% / 0!12%"%&2 "3.2$"!45.%
@1$%A5&-/ / 0!12%"%&2 "3.2$"!45.%





E5'21$F$&/ / 0!12%"%&2 "3.2$"!45.%




H,IA%0%.J67 67 0!12%"%&2 "3.2$"!45.%
H*I%1%/ / 3&$"!45.%
H*I%1%67 67 3&$"!45.%
 !"#$ GK6 L (5?.%53 1=,5*$23.52$0 4%' 0!&,2$!&' 2%'2'K
 !" #$%&' ()* +,-,./0-)*
M%' *515"N21%' O3$ $&2%1P$%&&%&2 45&' &!' "=2I!4%' I)?1$4%' '!&2 &!"Q
?1%3RK M% ?32 4% ,%22% '%,2$!& %'2 4% *1=,$'%1 .%' 4$S=1%&2%' P5.%31' O3% &!3'
5P!&' ,I!$'$%' *!31 1=5.$'%1 &!' 2%'2'K >%125$&' *515"N21%' !&2 =2= <R=' 4%
05T!& $4%&2$O3% *!31 2!3' .%' *1!?.N"%'U 4V5321%' *1%&&%&2 4%' P5.%31' 4$0Q
0=1%&2%' '3$P5&2 .%' 0!&,2$!&'K M5 4%',1$*2$!& 4%' P5.%31' 4%' *515"N21%' %'2
4V5?!14 4=25$..=% *!31 .% *.5& 4V%R*=1$%&,%'U %&'3$2% *!31 .V5.F!1$2I"% F=&=Q
2$O3% %2 %&<& *!31 .%' 4$S=1%&2%' "=2I!4%' .!,5.%'K
 !"!# $% &'(
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